■ Spoken word recognition involves the activation of multiple word candidates on the basis of the initial speech input-the "cohort"-and selection among these competitors. Selection may be driven primarily by bottom-up acoustic-phonetic inputs or it may be modulated by other aspects of lexical representation, such as a wordʼs meaning [Marslen-Wilson, W. D. Functional parallelism in spoken word-recognition. Cognition, 25, 71-102, 1987]. We examined these potential interactions in an fMRI study by presenting participants with words and pseudowords for lexical decision. In a factorial design, we manipulated (a) cohort competition (high/low competitive cohorts which vary the number of competing word candidates) and (b) the wordʼs semantic properties (high/low imageability). A previous behavioral study [Tyler, L. K., Voice, J. K., & Moss, H. E. The interaction of meaning and sound in spoken word recognition. Psychonomic Bulletin & Review, 7, 320-326, 2000] showed that imageability facilitated word recognition but only for words in high competition cohorts. Here we found greater activity in the left inferior frontal gyrus (BA 45, 47) and the right inferior frontal gyrus (BA 47) with increased cohort competition, an imageability effect in the left posterior middle temporal gyrus/angular gyrus (BA 39), and a significant interaction between imageability and cohort competition in the left posterior superior temporal gyrus/ middle temporal gyrus (BA 21, 22). In words with high competition cohorts, high imageability words generated stronger activity than low imageability words, indicating a facilitatory role of imageability in a highly competitive cohort context. For words in low competition cohorts, there was no effect of imageability. These results support the behavioral data in showing that selection processes do not rely solely on bottom-up acousticphonetic cues but rather that the semantic properties of candidate words facilitate discrimination between competitors. ■
INTRODUCTION
Cognitive models of spoken word recognition have established that recognizing spoken words involves the rapid, incremental interpretation of the continuously changing speech input and its mapping onto representations of lexical meaning (Luce & Pisoni, 1998; Gaskell & MarslenWilson, 1997; Norris, 1994; Marslen-Wilson, 1987; McClelland & Elman, 1986; Marslen-Wilson & Welsh, 1978) . Although the neural basis of spoken word recognition has been extensively studied for over 100 years, neural models remain somewhat underspecified (Hickok & Poeppel, 2007; Boatman, 2004; Dronkers, Wilkins, Van Valin, Redfern, & Jaeger, 2004; Indefrey & Cutler, 2004; Scott & Wise, 2004) compared with cognitive models, which have attempted to specify the detailed structure of the word recognition process, including the architecture, representations, and processes involved. According to cognitive models of spoken word recognition, activating the meanings of words from spoken inputs is not a simple matter of recognizing the sounds of a word and mapping these onto stored representations of a wordʼs meaning. Extensive psycholinguistic research has suggested that speech-meaning mapping involves continuous processes of activation and competition among multiple candidates (e.g., Gaskell & MarslenWilson, 1997 Allopenna, Magnuson, & Tanenhaus, 1998; Norris, 1994; Zwitserlood, 1989; Marslen-Wilson, 1987; McClelland & Elman, 1986 ).
An early example of this type of model-the cohort model (Marslen-Wilson, 1987; Marslen-Wilson & Welsh, 1978) , a version of which was implemented in TRACE (McClelland & Elman, 1986 )-claims that word-initial speech sounds (e.g., "/ael/" of "alligator") simultaneously activate a cohort of word candidates (e.g., "alcohol," "albatross," "alligator") sharing the same initial sound sequence ("/ael/"), which compete with each other for recognition. Word candidates continue to be evaluated against the incoming sensory input, and the activation levels of words that mismatch gradually decline (Marslen-Wilson, 1987; Tyler, 1984) . Selection occurs when the evidence is sufficiently strong to support one of the candidate words. Although the initial activation of cohort competitors is claimed to be based purely on the sensory input, variants of this type of model take 1 University of Cambridge, 2 MRC Cognition and Brain Sciences Unit, Cambridge, UK different approaches to the relationship between phonology and other levels of the system. For example, interactive activation models allow top-down feedback between different levels of analysis (e.g., TRACE; McClelland & Elman, 1986) , whereas other models propose a strictly feedforward architecture in which different types of information are integrated over time in the absence of feedback between levels (e.g., Merge; Norris, McQueen, & Cutler, 2000) . Still other models assume a distributed connectionist architecture in which the speech input is mapped directly onto distributed representations of multiple levels of representation, such as the wordʼs phonology and its meaning (Gaskell & Marslen-Wilson, 1995 . The connection weights in the network code information about both mappings such that the retrieval of a word involves the interaction of the two types of information. According to this kind of model, the interaction of form and meaning is an integral part of word recognition and contributes to the earliness with which a word can be recognized (Marslen-Wilson, 1987) .
This claim for the interaction of form and meaning in the process of word recognition has been supported by a variety of studies in both written and spoken modalities (e.g., Huang & Pinker, 2010; Colombo, Pasini, & Balota, 2006; Hino & Lupker, 1996 Tyler, Voice, & Moss, 2000; Cortese, Simpson, & Woolsey, 1997; Hillis & Caramazza, 1995; Strain, Patterson, & Seidenberg, 1995; Miceli, Capasso, & Caramazza, 1994) . Both Tyler et al. (2000) and Strain et al. (1995) found that the difficulty of discriminating between words on the basis of the bottom-up input (either their orthography or phonology) was reduced by semantic constraints. For example, Tyler et al. (2000) found that semantic information (measured by increased imageability) had a stronger facilitatory effect on spoken word recognition when words were members of large cohorts. When there was more competition among the set of activated word candidates, making it more difficult to differentiate a word from the other activated members of its cohort, semantic information aided the discrimination process.
This facilitatory effect was claimed to arise from the increased activation levels of highly imageable words, which increased their discriminability from their competitors. In contrast, words in small cohorts generate less competition and, thus, are easier to differentiate. Here there is less opportunity for imageability to boost activation and to influence the discrimination process. In this kind of model, therefore, both phonological and semantic information contribute evidence differentiating between cohort members and contributing to the selection of a single candidate. Imageability has been defined in terms of the richness of a wordʼs semantic features, with high imageability words having a greater number of semantic features than low imageability words (Tyler et al., 2000; Plaut & Shallice, 1993) . Larger numbers of semantic features are associated with greater activation and, within the context of interactive activation and distributed models, this increased activity boosts the evidence for a specific word candidate, leading to faster recognition latencies (Pexman, Lupker, & Hino, 2002) .
Neuroimaging and neuropsychological studies have identified specific neural regions involved in spoken word recognition, with the superior temporal gyrus (STG) being primarily involved in sound processing, whereas more ventral portions of the STG, the middle temporal gyrus (MTG), and angular gyrus (AG) are involved in accessing meaning representations (Humphries, Binder, Medler, & Liebenthal, 2006; Orfanidou, Marslen-Wilson, & Davis, 2006; Prabhakaran, Blumstein, Myers, Hutchison, & Britton, 2006; Spitsyna, Warren, Scott, Turkheimer, & Wise, 2006; Dronkers et al., 2004; Rissman, Eliassen, & Blumstein, 2003) . Damage to these regions often leads to comprehension deficits (Dronkers et al., 2004; Hickok & Poeppel, 2004; Hillis et al., 2001; Dronkers, Redfern, & Knight, 2000) . In addition, the left inferior frontal gyrus (LIFG) is claimed to be involved in those aspects of lexical processing that involve selection between competing alternatives (e.g., Bozic, Tyler, Ives, Randall, & Marslen-Wilson, 2010; Snyder, Feigenson, & Thompson-Schill, 2007; Kan, Kable, Van Scoyoc, Chatterjee, & Thompson-Schill, 2006) . However, the differential contribution of these regions in the various processes involved in the mapping from sound onto meaning representations and their interactions remains unclear. Although many studies have investigated the neural underpinnings of spoken word comprehension, few have been conducted within the context of cognitive models of the processes and representations involved (see Prabhakaran et al., 2006, for an exception) .
In the present fMRI study, we aimed to investigate the functional organization of the neural language system with respect to the contributions of phonology and semantics to spoken word recognition. We asked whether the neural language system is modulated by the joint contributions of phonology and semantics, as has been claimed in various cognitive models and observed in behavioral studies (Tyler et al., 2000) . We presented listeners with a series of spoken words and nonwords for lexical decision, manipulating lexical (cohort competition) and semantic (imageability) variables in a factorial design similar to that used in Tyler et al. (2000) , to test the hypothesis that imageability and cohort competition interact during spoken word processing and that this interaction is reflected in differential patterns of neural activity. We predicted that increased cohort competition should generate increased activation driven by the additional demands involved in selecting between many activated candidates. This variable should most plausibly involve inferior frontal cortex, especially BA 47, a region which has been associated with competition and selection processes (e.g., Wright, Randall, Marslen-Wilson, & Tyler, 2011; Thompson-Schill, dʼEsposito, & Kan, 1999; Thompson-Schill, DʼEsposito, Aguirre, & Farah, 1997 ) and with cognitive control mechanisms more generally (Wagner, Pare-Blagoey, Clark, & Poldrack, 2001) . We expected to see effects of semantics in the STG/MTG, especially in its posterior extent, because these regions are typically activated in tasks that involve the mapping from sound to meaning (Davis & Johnsrude, 2003) , with the left posterior MTG (LpMTG)/AG being specifically activated in response to variations in imageability, with high imageability words generating greater activation compared with low imageability words (Binder, Westbury, McKiernan, Possing, & Medler, 2005) . We also predicted that the interaction between cohort competition and semantics will modulate activity within the STG/MTG stream, particularly the posterior regions, on the hypothesis that these regions are associated with language-specific speech processing (Hickok & Poeppel, 2004; Binder et al., 1997 Binder et al., , 2000 .
METHODS Participants
Fourteen healthy volunteers (seven men and seven women, with ages of 19-33 years) took part in this study. All were native English speakers and were right-handed (Edinburgh Handedness Inventory; Oldfield, 1971 ) with normal hearing. They gave informed consent and were compensated for their time. The study was approved by Cambridgeshire 3 Research Ethics Committee (United Kingdom).
Design and Materials
We manipulated cohort competition (high/low cohort competition) and imageability (high/low imageability) in a 2 × 2 factorial design with 90 real words in each of the four experimental conditions (see Table 1 ) and an equal number of nonwords (360) as fillers. The sets of target words (real words) were members of large/high competition or small/low competition cohorts from the CELEX database (Baayen, Pipenbrook, & Gulikers, 1995) . Given the importance of a wordʼs onset in spoken word recognition (Marslen-Wilson & Zwitserlood, 1989; Marslen-Wilson, 1987; Marslen-Wilson & Welsh, 1978) , each target wordʼs cohort was defined as the set of all word candidates sharing the same initial two phonemes as the target word. For example, when hearing the word "alligator," words such as "alcohol" and "albatross," which share the same initial phonemes with "alligator," will initially be activated (as will other words which also share the same initial phonemes). All of these words constitute the initial cohort.
We defined cohort competition as the ratio of the target word frequency to the summed frequency of all its cohort members, multiplied by 100; the smaller the ratio, the higher the cohort competition. This measure reflects the competitive relationship of the target word and its cohort neighbors as well as the relative weight of the target word within the cohort in terms of frequency (Tyler et al., 2000) . Using competition ratios, we manipulated two levels of cohort competition: high competition (or large cohorts) and low competition (or small cohorts) conditions. In large/high competition cohorts, there are many competitors to the target word, and the frequency of the target word typically only accounts for a small proportion of the summed frequency of all cohort members. For example, the word "monkey" has 136 cohort neighbors sharing the same initial sounds ("/m Λ /"; e.g., "Monday, money, monk, month, mother, muscle"), and the frequency of "monkey" accounts for less than 1% of the summed frequency of cohort members. In contrast, the word "woman" falls into a low competition cohort with 51 neighbors sharing the same onset ("/wu/"; e.g., "wood, wolf, wool") where its frequency accounts for 40% of the summed frequency of all cohort members. Word candidates in the noninitial cohort (e.g., "key" in "monkey") were not included in these calculations of the cohort environment, because this study only focused on initial cohort activation. An ANOVA showed that cohort competition ratios did not differ within each of the high and low competition conditions (F(1, 356) = 1.73, p > .1) and that competition ratios were significantly higher in high cohort competition compared with low cohort competition conditions (117) 527 (112) 587 (117) 548 (105) Number of syllables 2.1 (0.7) 1.9 (0.8) 2.1 (0.7) 1.9 (0.7)
Number of phonemes 5.3 (1.4) 4.7 (1.5) 5.3 (1.6) 4.9 (1.4)
Cohort competition refers to the ratio of target word frequency to the summed frequency of all word candidates in the initial cohort.
(F(1, 356) = 54.42, p < .001). The computation of cohort competition on this basis had the effect that the target words in the high and low competition sets tended to differ in word frequency (see Table 1 ), as well in the size of their respective cohorts. Possibly related to this, there were also small differences across conditions in biphone frequency (as calculated using a Web-based phonotactic probability calculator; www.bncdnet.ku.edu/cgi-bin/ DEEC/ post_ppc.vi; see also Vitevitch & Luce, 2004) .
Imageability Pretest
We obtained imageability ratings for the target words by means of a pretest carried out in our laboratory using the same rating method used to collect norms in the MRC Psycholinguistic Database (Coltheart, 1981) . Imageability was measured using a 7-point scale wherein "1" represented words that were not at all imageable and "7" represented words that arouse mental images most readily.
Fifteen participants who did not take part in the imaging study performed the rating task. The mean imageability scores (multiplied by 100) for each of the four conditions are shown in Table 1 , together with mean spoken word duration (msec) and cohort competition values. An ANOVA showed that imageability ratings for the two high imageability conditions (536, 548) and the two low imageability conditions (236, 236) did not significantly differ (F(1, 356) < 1), and there was a significant difference between high and low imageability conditions (F(1, 356) = 1507.61, p < .001).
Because word duration varied across the sets, with low imageability words being, on average, longer (42 msec) than high imageability words (t(358) = 3.53, p < .001), scores on this variable were partialled out in the analyses of the RT and neuroimaging data. These differences in physical duration are also reflected in small differences in the average number of syllables (mean = 1.9-2.1) and phonemes (mean = 4.7-5.3) across sets, also listed in Table 1 .
Three hundred sixty nonwords from another experiment acted as fillers in this study. These nonwords varied in the timing of the nonword point, where the sequence could no longer potentially continue as a meaningful real word and was definitely identifiable as a nonword. There were 72 phonotactically illegal items (e.g., "kvint") and 288 phonotactically legal ones (e.g., "sned"). These nonwords consisted of 72 monosyllabic, 144 disyllabic, and 144 trisyllabic items, which were roughly matched in syllable number to the real words, which in turn comprised 94 monosyllabic, 169 disyllabic, and 197 trisyllabic items. The mean phoneme number was not exactly matched across words (mean = 5.1, SD = 1.5) and nonwords (mean = 6.4, SD = 1.8).
Procedure
Both word and nonword stimuli were recorded by a woman native speaker of British English at a sampling rate of 44,100 Hz and downsampled using CoolEdit Software (22,050 Hz, 16-bit resolution, monochannel) for presentation with the experimental software. The mean duration of the real words was 548 msec (SD = 115 msec). The mean duration of the nonword fillers was 782 msec (SD = 159 msec). Stimuli were delivered to participants during scanning via Etymotic headphones and were preemphasized before presentation (www.mrc-cbu.cam.ac. uk/∼rhodri/headphonesim.htm). Preemphasis optimizes the headphone frequency range in the scanner environment, providing a better auditory quality. We also included 80 sequences of silence. Stimuli were presented using CAST experimental software (www.mrc-cbu.cam.ac.uk/∼maarten/ CAST.htm).
Participants were instructed to respond to each stimulus by pressing a response key with their index finger for real words and middle finger for nonwords and to make no response to the baseline items. Items were divided into four sessions with items in each condition balanced across sessions. Within each session, the order of presentation of real words, nonwords, and silence was pseudorandomized, such that no more than four real words or nonwords followed one another. Session order was counterbalanced across participants. Each session consisted of 200 experimental trials with five lead-in dummy scans for MRI signal stabilization and two dummy scans at the end. Each session lasted 12 min, and participants had a brief rest between sessions. Before the first session, there was a short practice session of 12 items to familiarize participants with the procedure inside the scanner. During the experiment, both RTs and errors were recorded.
MRI Acquisition and Imaging Analysis
Scanning was performed on a 3-T Tim Trio (Siemens, Munich, Germany) at the MRC Cognition and Brain Sciences Unit, Cambridge, United Kingdom, using a gradientecho EPI sequence with head coils. Each functional scan consisted of 32 oblique axial slices, 3-mm thick (0.75-mm gap between slices) with in-plane resolution of 3 mm, repetition time = 3.4 sec, acquisition time = 2 sec, echo time = 30 msec, flip angle = 78°, and field of view = 192 mm × 192 mm. MPRAGE T1-weighted scans were acquired for anatomical localization.
We used a fast sparse imaging protocol (Hall et al., 1999) in which speech sounds were presented in the 1.4 sec of silence between scans. There was a silent gap of 100 msec between the end of a scan and the onset of the subsequent stimulus, minimizing the influence of preceding scanning noise on the perception of the speech sounds, especially their onsets. The time between successive stimuli was jittered to increase the chance of sampling the peak of hemodynamic response.
Preprocessing and statistical analysis were carried out in SPM5 (Wellcome Institute of Cognitive Neurology, London, United Kingdom; www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk) under MATLAB (Mathworks Inc., Sherborn, MA). EPI images were realigned to the first EPI image (excluding the five initial lead-in images) to correct for head motion, then spatially normalized to a standard Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) EPI template, using a cutoff of 25 mm for the discrete cosine transform functions. Statistical modeling was done in the context of the general linear model (Friston et al., 1995) as implemented in SPM5, using an 8-mm FWHM Gaussian smoothing kernel.
In the fixed effect analysis for each participant, we used a parametric modulation design (Henson, 2004; Buchel, Wise, Mummery, Poline, & Friston, 1996) to model the four experimental conditions. To keep the analysis model simple and efficient, we first analyzed the data using as few modulators as possible and then ran supplementary analyses using a variety of additional modulators to verify the main model. For the main model, in each of the four testing sessions, the design matrix consisted of 14 columns of variables-nonwords, real words, stimulus duration, the four experimental conditions [low imageability high competition (LIHC), low imageability low competition (LILC), high imageability high competition (HIHC), and high imageability low competition (HILC)], null events (baseline), and six movement parameters calculated during realignment. Among these variables, there were three independent events: nonwords, real words, and null events. For the real word events, there were five parametric modulatorsduration and the four experimental conditions. Each condition was composed of a quarter of all real word items, which were labeled as "1" in the corresponding modulator column, with the remaining real words labeled as "0" in the same column. For example, the item "monkey" was labeled as "1" in the modulator column for the HIHC condition, and items from the other three experimental conditions were labeled as "0" in the same column. At the same time, the same item "monkey" was labeled as "0" for the modulator columns corresponding to the other three experimental conditions. The modulators were orthogonalized, and any shared variance among these modulators was removed. This had the effect of partialling out any differences in duration among these four experimental conditions. 1 Trials were modeled using a canonical hemodynamic response function, and the onset of each stimulus was taken as the onset of the trial in the SPM analysis model. The data for each participant were analyzed using a fixed effects model and then combined into a group random effects analysis. Activations were thresholded at p < .001, uncorrected, at the voxel level, and significant clusters were reported only when they survived p < .05, cluster level corrected for multiple comparisons, unless otherwise stated. SPM coordinates were reported in MNI space. Regions were identified by using a nonlinear transformation (Brett, 2001 ) from MNI coordinates to Talairach space (Talairach & Tournoux, 1988) and confirmed using the AAL and Brodmann templates as implemented in MRicron (www.MRicro.com/MRicron).
Because this study was aimed at investigating modulation within the language processing network, a bilateral fronto-temporal mask was applied to all the contrasts (unless otherwise stated) in group random effects analyses. This mask consisted of bilateral IFG (BA 44, 45, 47), anterior cingulate gyri, and the entire temporal lobes. The mask covered the typical left perisylvian language areas that are of theoretical interest and their right hemisphere (RH) homologues (e.g., Tyler & Marslen-Wilson, 2008; Hickok & Poeppel, 2004 Boatman, 2004; Dronkers et al., 2004; Indefrey & Cutler, 2004; Scott & Wise, 2004 ) while excluding regions not typically involved in language processing.
RESULTS

Behavioral Results
Only correct responses (96.0%) were included in the RT analyses. Stimulus duration was partialled out as a covariate in the analyses because it strongly correlated with RTs, r = 0.40, p < .001. Only item analyses (F2) were performed as duration could not be a covariate in subject analyses (F1). In a 2 (high and low cohort competition) × 2 (high and low imageability) ANCOVA with duration as a covariate (see Table 1 ), there was a significant main effect of Cohort Competition (F2(1, 353) = 4.06, p < .05), with words in high competition cohorts responded to more slowly than those in low competition cohorts (917 msec vs. 897 msec). There was also a significant Imageability effect (F2(1, 353) = 13.72, p < .001), with high imageability words responded to faster than low imageability words (888 msec vs. 926 msec), and a significant interaction between Imageability and Cohort Competition (F2(1, 353) = 4.44, p < .05), which was because of faster RTs to high compared with low imageability words in the high cohort competition conditions (888 msec vs. 946 msec, F2(1, 175) = 17.06, p < .001), whereas there was no difference between high and low imageability words in low competition/small cohorts (889 msec vs. 905 msec, F2(1, 177) = 1.21, p > .1). This differentiated response pattern replicated the findings of Tyler et al. (2000) , suggesting that there is a greater facilitatory effect of imageability on spoken word recognition when words fall into large cohorts, which have many competitors. For words in low competition cohorts, imageability plays a less significant role.
Imaging Results
We first established that the task and stimuli elicited activation within those regions of the brain typically activated in spoken language tasks by directly contrasting the activation resulting from all real words against the silent baseline. This analysis produced significant activation in a bilateral frontotemporal network, including bilateral STG (BA 41, 42, 21, 22, 38) Price et al., 1996) .
We then examined the main effects of cohort competition and imageability and the interaction between them. The effect of cohort competition was calculated by collapsing across imageability and comparing the high against low competition conditions. Words in high competition cohorts produced significantly greater activation than those in low competition cohorts in two left inferior frontal regions-LBA 45/47 (peak voxel: −42 28 2 in BA 45) and LBA 47 (Table 3 and Figure 2 )-and one homologous RH region (BA 47, at cluster corrected p = .060, extending into BA 45 at the slightly lower threshold of .01 voxel level, corrected at the .05 cluster level). The mean activation values for each cluster were extracted and averaged in each of the four experimental conditions using MarsBaR (marsbar.sourceforge.net/ ). Plots in Figure 2 show greater activation for words in high compared with low competition conditions in all three activated regions.
The main effect of imageability was assessed by collapsing across cohort competition and comparing high vs. low imageability sets. High imageability words generated more activity than low imageability words in LpMTG (BA 39; peak: −46 −78 26, 243 voxels, Z = 4.51) extending to the left AG (BA 39; see Figure 3 ) consistent with Binder et al. (2005) . We tested the differential effects of imageability on cohort competition by subtracting the imageability effect (high vs. low imageability) for words in high compe- Figure 4A ). Figure 4B also shows the effects at a slightly lower threshold.
To further examine this effect, we selected the significant cluster (96 voxels) in the LpSTG/MTG (BA 21, 22) at voxel threshold of p < .001, uncorrected, as an ROI, and extracted the mean beta values for this region in the four experimental conditions. These values varied across conditions, with high imageability words producing greater activity compared with low imageability words in high competition cohorts, (t(13) = 2.91, p < .05) and low imageability words producing more activity than high imageability words when cohort competition was low (t(13) = 3.14, p < .01; Figure 4C ). These results suggest that this region of STG/ MTG plays a central role in the mapping from sound to meaning.
We carried out a second analysis to investigate how the activation arising from the main variables of cohort competition and imageability was related to the lexical variables of target word frequency (and to a lesser extent biphone frequency) that it had not been possible to match across conditions, as noted earlier (see Table 1 ). This analysis showed no effect of biphone frequency but revealed significant effects of word frequency in LIFG (BA 44, 45, 47) and right IFG (RIFG; BA 45, 47) and LSTG/MTG (BA 21, 22) with increased activation in these regions as word frequency decreased. These effects largely overlapped with the cohort competition effects in bilateral inferior frontal regions. This is not surprising given the high correlation between cohort competition and word frequency (logtransformed; r = 0.74, p < .01). Because cohort competition is defined as the ratio of target word frequency to the summed frequency of the initial cohort members, higher frequency target words will tend to have higher cohort competition scores. This means that target word frequency may play a dual role in the systems under investigation here, influencing both the degree of competition between the target word and its cohort competitors as well as the processes involved in the initial access of the target from the speech input. In the current context, therefore, it is important to establish what the balance is between these two roles and whether we are genuinely measuring effects of competition in the on-line selection processes underlying spoken word recognition. In a further analysis, where target word frequency is partialled out, the key finding in this article-the interaction between competition and imageability-remains intact. Although this indeed suggests that the cohort competition and selection effect was only partially affected by word frequency, we also found that the residual cohort competition effect did not survive at the normal statistical threshold.
Given this weakness of the main cohort competition effect when word frequency was partialled out, we conducted a further analysis of cohort effects using a competition measure on the basis of simple cohort size (the raw number of cohort members)-in effect returning to one of the measures used successfully in the original Tyler et al. (2000) article. In this third analysis, we used three parametric modulators to model the same real word event: cohort size (log-transformed), imageability and their interaction (the mean corrected cohort measure multiplied by the mean corrected imageability measure), LIFG (BA 47) was significantly activated but not shown in any of these peak voxels. The activated LIFG (BA 47) is within the large LSTG cluster. L = left; R = right.
while partialling out the variables of duration, target word frequency and the summed frequency of the initial cohort members. We found that increasing cohort size significantly correlated with increasing neural activity in a cluster involving the LIFG (BA 47) and insula, extending into LIFG (BA 45) at a lower threshold of p < .01, voxel level uncorrected, and p < .05, cluster level corrected. This cluster largely overlapped with that seen for cohort competition in the main analysis, suggesting that measures of cohort competition and measures of cohort size both tap into the same underlying processes of competition and selection, detectable independent of target word frequency. This model also showed a positive effect of imageability in the LpMTG, whereas the interaction between cohort size and imageability produced activation in the LSTG, both of which overlapped with the corresponding results in the main analysis. Finally, we asked whether RT differences across conditions affected the results. To test this, we carried out another analysis in which we partialled out RT. We found the same patterns of activation for cohort competition, imageability, and their interaction as that in the main analysis in which RT was not removed.
DISCUSSION
The aim of this experiment was to determine how the processes involved in the mapping from speech sounds to meaning representations are instantiated in the brain. To do this, we used a task that is widely used in studies of spoken word recognition (Wright et al., 2011; Orfanidou et al., 2006; Prabhakaran et al., 2006; Binder et al., 2005; Rissman et al., 2003) , together with stimulus contrasts that enabled us to manipulate basic phonological and semantic properties of the inputs to the word recognition system. We found that different processes involved in spoken word recognition modulated activity within different regions of the neural language system. Bilateral inferior frontal cortices (BA 47/45) were maximally sensitive to cohort competition, whereas activity within the LpMTG/AG (BA 39) was modulated by imageability, and the interaction between imageability and cohort competition engaged the LpSTG/MTG (BA 21, 22), including Wernickeʼs area, showing that this region is differentially responsive to semantic constraints as a function of a wordʼs phonologically defined lexical competitor environment. Imageability had a greater facilitatory effect on the recognition of words which occurred in high competition cohorts, where it is more difficult to differentiate the unique candidate from other cohort competitors, replicating the behavioral results. In contrast, semantics did not significantly facilitate the recognition of words occurring in low competition cohorts, because these are easier to discriminate from their cohort competitors on the basis of phonological information. These results suggest that word recognition is carried out within an interactive system involving processes of activation and competition (Gaskell & Marslen-Wilson, 1997 .
We manipulated semantics by varying imageability, which has been defined in terms of the richness of a wordʼs semantic features, with high imageability words having a greater number of semantic features than low imageability words (Tyler et al., 2000; Plaut & Shallice, 1993) . Semantic features are attributes that capture the meaning of a word (e.g., Tyler & Moss, 2001; Tyler et al., 2000; McRae, de Sa, & Seidenberg, 1997) , and they play an important role in the initial computation of a wordʼs meaning (Randall, Moss, Rodd, Greer, & Tyler, 2004; Pexman et al., 2002; McRae et al., 1997) . In the present study we observed faster lexical decision RTs and increased neural activation for high compared with low imageability words. Words with more semantic features generate greater activation than those with fewer semantic features, and this increased activation facilitates word recognition, as indexed by faster lexical decision latencies.
The interaction of semantic and phonological constraints in the process of recognizing a spoken word was revealed in the relationship between cohort competition and imageability in the LpSTG/MTG (BA 21, 22), where we found a greater imageability effect for words in high competition cohorts compared with those in low competition cohorts.
2 These results suggest that word meanings are activated early in the recognition process, such that they modulate neural activity as a function of a wordʼs competitor environment. When words occur in high competitor environments so that it is more difficult to differentiate the target word from its phonological competitors, words with many semantic features receive additional activation, thereby increasing the evidence for the presence of those words and functioning to differentiate them from other words in the cohort.
In contrast, when words occur in small cohorts and are, therefore, relatively easier to differentiate from their cohort competitors, there is less opportunity for semantics to play a role in the recognition process. In such cases, recognition is driven to a greater extent by bottom-up phonological constraints. As shown in Figure 4C , in low competition environments, there is greater activation for low than high imageability words. This reverse imageability effect is in line with previous findings that abstract words produce greater activation than concrete words in the LSTG/MTG (e.g., Sabsevitz, Medler, Seidenberg, & Binder, 2005) , because abstract words might be retrieved by association with other words , and this association recruits extra phonological resources. From another standpoint, if the reverse imageability effect in low competition environments is taken as a baseline, the imageability effect in high competition cohorts becomes even greater, showing a stronger facilitatory role of imageability.
General processing of the phonological and semantic properties of spoken words seems to modulate activity along the posterior middle aspect of the LSTG/MTG and into the left AG. Processes of cohort competition, in contrast, seem to engage the IFG bilaterally. Although the role of various subregions within the inferior frontal cortices in language function is controversial (Makuuchi, Bahlmann, Anwander, & Friederici, 2009; Friederici, Bahlmann, Heim, Schubotz, & Anwander, 2006; Friederici, Fiebach, Schlesewsky, Bornkessel, & von Cramon, 2006; Badre, Poldrack, PareBlagoev, Insler, & Wagner, 2005) , the debate typically focuses on the LH. In the current study, we found bilateral involvement of inferior frontal regions (BA 47 and 45) as a function of increasing competitive activity between activated members of the word-initial cohort.
Both BA 45 and 47 have been implicated in processes of selection and retrieval (Badre et al., 2005; ThompsonSchill et al., 1999) with processes of selecting between competitors involving BA 45 and controlled retrieval involving BA 47 (Badre et al., 2005) . Although activity in these frontal regions, when confined to the LH and in conjunction with activity in functionally related regions ( Wright et al., 2011; Badre et al., 2005) , may reflect languagespecific processes, bilateral inferior frontal activity in the absence of activity elsewhere in the neural language system is more suggestive of a domain-general process of competition (Bozic et al., 2010) . Competition and selection among multiple alternatives is common to a range of cognitive functions and is typically associated with increased bilateral frontal activation (Miller & Cohen, 2001) .
In summary, these results support a model of the frontotemporal-parietal neural language system whose activity is modulated by different linguistic processes. The STG, MTG, and AG in the LH were primarily involved in phonological and semantic processing. Although there is some controversy as to whether the AG is a separate region or part of the STG (Rauschecker & Scott, 2009 ), its functional connections to the STG are not in doubt. The functional relationship between the AG and STG has been shown in many studies on spoken language comprehension (e.g., Binder et al., 1997) , suggesting that the STG/MTG extending posteriorly into AG plays a crucial role in mapping from phonological form onto meaning representations. These regions may function as a communication hub where different types of intralexical information, such as semantics and phonology, converge and interact. This is similar to the integration function proposed for this region in relation to other aspects of speech processing, such as sensory and motor binding (Hickok, Okada, & Serences, 2009; Hickok & Poeppel, 2004) . The left inferior frontal cortex in contrast seems to play a more general cognitive role of selecting among alternative cohort candidates when co-activating with the RIFG.
This study tested the neural implications of the properties of spoken word processing as instantiated in the class of cognitive models, which propose that mapping from sound to meaning involves continuous processes of activation and competition of multiple candidates (e.g., Allopenna et al., 1998; Gaskell & Marslen-Wilson, 1997; Norris, 1994; Zwitserlood, 1989; Marslen-Wilson, 1987; McClelland & Elman, 1986; Marslen-Wilson & Welsh, 1978) . We found that the brain is sensitive both to competition effects and their modulation by semantics, supporting the heuristic value of functional models of spoken word recognition as a basis for developing neural models of these processes.
1. Note that we assume here that this applies to differences in duration whether reflected in physical duration, average number of syllables or average number of phonemes. 2. Related facilitatory effects for high imageability words have also been demonstrated-although in the somewhat different domain of reading aloud-in a neuroimaging study by Frost et al. (2005) , showing that high imageability compensates for behavioral effects of low frequency and orthographic inconsistency while generating increased activity in the left MTG (BA 21).
